
1 Troubleshooting

1.3 Checking method and
remedy of trouble
classification B

Alarm ,
Abbr. Name Description Motion

No. (Note)

The input power voltage drops to a value less

10 UV UNDER VOLTAGE than the specification assured value or an
instantaneous power failure occurs for 15 ms or A

more.

The internal memory for controlling the control-

12 ME1 MEMORY ERROR 1 ler is not correclty read and written.
(It is checked when the power of the controller A

is turned on.)

13 EXTERNAL CLOCK The system clock which is sent from the NC is
ERROR defective. A

The 2-port memory for communication which is
15 ME2 MEMORY ERROR 2 used for linkage with the M300 series CNC through A

the bus does not correctly work.

17 BE P.C.B ERROR Any part on the controlling printed circuit
board does not correctly work. A

20 NSl IC MAC007 ERROR The part ICMACOO7 on the controlling printed cir-
cuit board does not correctly work.

A

21 NSZ' NO SIGNAL 2 A signal is not input from the orientation en-
(SPINDLE ENS) coder or the signal is not in the correct level. A

22 NSS IC MAC012 ERROR The part IC MAC012 on the controlling printed
circuit board does not correctly works. A

SPEED CONTROL ERROR The difference between the referenced speed and
23 OSE EXCESS motor speed is 50 rpm or more and it takes for A

12 set or more.

24 BRT
B,,,L-,,& j-a +%$I fli@-current which exceeds the specific value flows

in the main circuit. A

25 cot CONVERTER OVER- An overcurrent which exceeds the specifc value
CURRENT flows in the converter. A

26 PL POWER PHASE LACK One or more of 3 phases is missed in 3-phase Apower.
I. /,

'
4 / ; .,,4 .y ,‘.,_ -< .’ ‘ c- (’ >i/ ‘I ,, I ;

27 CPUE CPU ERROR A division error occurs in CPU operation be-
(DIVISION ERROR) cause of incorrect parameters being set. A

-

31 OS OVERSPEED The motor speed exceeds 115% of the maximum speed A

32 oc INVERTER OVERCURRENT An overcurrent which exceeds the specific value
flows in the controller. A

33
The voltage of the main circuit condenser exceeds

ov OVER VOLTAGE the specific value because of regenerative energy A
in motor deceleration state.

Continued on the next page.
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Alarm
u o . Abbr. Name

34 DP DATA PARITY

35

36

46

52

57

DE DATA ERROR

TE TRANSFER ERROR

PE PARAMETER ERROR

OPE OPTION CARD ERROR

Description Pl"CJ."ll
(Note)

Parity error occurs in bus linkage with the M300
series CNC. A

In bus linkage with the M300 series CNC, the
shift command which exceeds the specific value A
is issued from the CNC.

In the bus linkage with the M300 series CNC,
data is not correctly transferred. A

A parameter value which exceeds the allowable
range is set. (It is set when the power of A
the controller is turned on.)

The ambient temperature is abnormal or the main
circuit devices are overheated because an over- A
load is applied or the air cooling fan stops.

The motor is overheated because an overload
is applied or the motor cooling blower stops.

lowing error exceeds the sbecific value.

In the bus linkage with the M300 series CNC,
any fault occurs in an other servo axis. A

Any function which is not provided with the
option card is selected. A

Motion A - The base shut-off occurs in the controller, the main circuit COntaCtor is

turned off, and the motor stops in the free-run state. In additon, the

trouble signal contacts FA-FC are open.

(Note) For the main circuit contactor : See Appendixes l-4 and l-5
(contact MC11

For the trouble signal contacts FA and FC : See Appendixes l-4 and 1-5
(CON1 pins 11 and 12)
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(1) Alarm No.lO(UV) Under Voltage

[The voltage drop of the input voltage
(3-phase, ZOO/220 V) to the amplifier
is detected. (Voltage between phase

_Xland phase X,)1

Item Cause Check Remedy

0 Check the cause of which the
input voltage drops and take
proper countermeasures.

The AC input votlage of
the amplifier drops to
a voltage which is less
than 170 V.

0 Check the voltage at the
;plifier input terminals Xl,

and X3 using a circuit
teiter.

0 Check the voltage waveforms
at the amplifier input termi-
nals Xl, X2, and X3 using an
oscilloscope.

0 Check the cause of the
instantaneous power failure
and take porper counter-
measures.

An instantaneous power
failure which lasts for
15 msec or more occurs
(the input votlage drop2
to a value which is less
than 170 V for 15 msec
or more).

The power capacity is
insufficient.

0 Check the voltage waveforms
at the amplifier input termi-
nals Xl, X2, and X3 using an
oscilloscope.

0 Check that the input voltage
drops while the spindle
motor is in the acceleration/
deceleration state or while
an overload is applied.

o Increase the power capacity.

0 Check that the voltage bet-
ween ACDOW and DO24 of the
block A in the SF-PW module
is + 5V.
(See Appendix 6(4).)

o Replace the SF-PW module
with a new one.

The control power
(SF-PW module) is defec-
tive.

(2) Alarm No.l20l!Zll  Memory Error 1

[The integrify of the contents Of
ROM are compared with those of RAM
during initialization.]

-II-II-II

Item Cause
I

Check Remedy

o Install each ROM in the cor-
rect position.

EPROM is not installed
in the correct posi-
tion.

0 Visually check that ROM's 1,
2, and 3 are installed at thl
correct positions on SF-CA
card.

e

1 (See Appendix 6(l).)
I
0 Visually check that pins of
ROM's 1, 2, and 3 are not
bent and they are correctly
inserted into the sockets.

There is an imperfect
connection between pins
of EPROM and the socket.

D Straighten the pins being
bent and securely insert
them into the socket.

o Replace the SF-CA card with
the new one.
(See Section 2.4.4).

The printed circuit 0 Replace the SF-CA card with
board SF-CA card is a new one and check that the
defective. new one correctly works.
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(3) Alarm No.15 (ME2) Memory Error 2

[The integrity of the contents of
the 2-port RAM which communicates
with the NC during initialization
is checked.1

Item Cause Check Remedy

The connector (CNlA)
which is linked with the
NC through the bus is
not securely connected.

D Check the looseness of the D Securely connect the connec-
connector. tor and tighten the screws.

o Check that the set screws of
the connector are not loosen.
(See Appendixes l-6 to l-9
and 2-3.)

The cable (CAM11) which 0 Replace the cable with a new
is connected with the NC one and check that the equip-
through the bus is ment correctly works.
defective. (See Appendix 3(2).)

o Replace the cable with the
new one.

The ground wires of the o Visually check that the
NC, amplifier, and motor ground wires are correctly
are not correctly con- connected by referencing
nected. Appendix 1.

o Correclty connect the
ground wires.

6

L

The signal cable is not
correclty shielded.

The printed circuit
board SF-TL card is
defective_

The NC side printed
circuit board ~~611 or
MC632 is defective.

0 Visually check that the
signal cable is correctly
shielded by referencing
Appendix 1.

o Replace the SF-TL card with
a new one and check that the
equipment correctly works.
(See Appendix 6(3)1

o Replace the MC611 or MC632
cards with new ones and check
that the equipment correctly
work.
(See "M300 Series Maintenance
Manual".)

o Correctly shield the signal
cable.

o Replace the SF-TL card with
a new one.
(See Section 2.4.3.)

D Replace the MC611 or UC632
cards with the new ones.

MC632: M310

MC611: All other
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(4) Alarm No.l7(BE)  P.C.B error

[Whether a component (especially
A/D converter) on the printed cir-
cuit board is normal or abnormal
is checked. 1

Item Cause Check Remedy

A component (especially, D Replace the SF-CA card with o Replace the SF-CA card with

1 A/D converter) on the the new one and check that the new one.
printed circuit board the equipment correctly (See Section 2.4.4.)
SF-CA card is defective. works.

The power of the equip- D Check that the NF is turned o Turn on the NF.
ment is turned on while off.
the NF in the unit is o To check only the control

turned off. circuit without appearance
of alarm No.17, set the

2

parameter X58 CVHS to "1".
However, to return back to
the normal operation mode,
make sure to set the 158
CVHS to "0". Otherwise,
the LED1 (which lights dur-
ing regeneration) on the
SF-CA card continuously
lights.

(5) Alarm No.20(NSl)  IC MAC007 Error

[The internal codes of the IC MAC007
on the SF-CA card are checked.]

Item Cause Check Remedy

The IC (MAC 007) on the D Replace the SF-CA card with a o Replace the printed circuit

1 printed circuit board new one and check that the board SF-CA card with the
SF-CA card does not equipment correctly works. new one.
correctly work. (See Section 2.4.4.)
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1 Troubleshooting

1.3 Checking method andr remedy of trouble
classification  B

(6) Alarm NO.~~(NS~)  NO Signal 2 (Spindle ENC)

[The signals of phases A, B, and C of the
spindle orientation encoder are checked
during orientation and synchronous tapping
state.1

Item Cause Check Remedy

The cable (MR-ZOLF) to D Observe the signal waveform o Replace the cable to the
the spindle orientation from the encoder using an encoder with the new one.
encoder is defective. oscilloscope. (See Appendix 3 (2j.l

o Check the check pins on the
printed circuit board SF-TL
card.

. Between CHl and DGA, for
phase A

1 . Between CH2 and DGA, for *
phase B

. Between CH3 and DGA, for
phase 2
(See Appendixes 6(3) and
9(3).)

o Replace the cable with a new
one and check that the equip-
ment correctly works.
(See Appendix 1 - 7.)

The encoder for the o Check the wave form in the D Replace the encoder with the
spindle orientation is same manner as Item 1 above. new one.
defective.

2 o Replace the encoder with a
new one and check that the
equipment correctly works.
(See Appendix 7.)

The printed circuit o Observe the signal waveform o Replace the printed circuit
board SF-TL card is from the encoder at CONB board SF-TL card with a

3 defective. on the SF-TL card using the new one.
oscilloscope and check that (See Section 2.4.3.)
it is normal.
(See Appendix 1 - 7.1

o Repair the power supply on
The 5V power is not o Check the 5V power on the the NC side.
supplied from the NC NC side. Refer to M300 series
side to the encoder. o Replace the cable with a new Maintenance manual

one and check that the equip- o Replace the cable with a new

ment correctly works. one.
o If the 5 V power is not sup-

4 plied from the NC side
(namely, when CONAA is not
connected with the NC),
shortcircuit the pin 5 on
the SF-TL card to pins 2 and
3 (no power supply form the
NC).
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(Note) The correct output waveform of the encoder is as follows:

@ When the spindle of the machine rotates counterclockwise at approx. 500 rpm

while the bit 8 of the parameter ORSZ is 0:

Phase A

Phase B

Phase 2 I___.

@ When the spindle of the machine rotates clockwise at approx. 500 rpm and when

the bit 8 of the parameter OSR2 is 0, the same waveform as the above figure

occurs.

(7) Alarm No.22(NSS) IC MAC012 Error

[The internal codes of the IC MAC012

are checked. 1

Item Cause Check Remedy

The IC (MAC 012) and o Replace the SF-CA card with a o Replace the printed circuit
the related circuits on new one and check that the board SF-CA card with the

1 the printed circuit equipment correctly works. new one.
board SF-CA card do (See Appendix 6(l)) (See Section 2.4.4.)
not correctly work.
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(13) Alarm No.23(OSE) Speed Control Error Excess

[The difference between the speed reference
value and real speed is checked and if the
deviation which is 50 rpm or more lasts
for 12 sec. or more, an alarm occurs.1

Item Cause Check Remedy

The phase sequence of o Increase the reference speed D Correctly connect the wires
wires U, V, and W which and check that the motor U, V, and W between the
are connected between rotates at a low speed. amplifier and the motor.
the amplifier and the
motor is incorrect. o Visually check the phase

sequence of wires U. V,
and W.

One of the wires U, V, o Check that the motor does not 0 Replace the power wire which
and W which are con- smoothly rotate. is broken with a new one.
netted between the
amplifier and the motor o Remove the wires U, V, and W

is broken. on the amplifier side and
check that there is no elec-
tric discontinuity in the
wires U, V, and W.

The motor is overloaded. o Check whether the motor is o Review the cutting condition
overloaded using a load meter and tool being used.
or load display in the status
display mode.
(See Section 1.1.1)

The printed circuit
board SF-CA card is
defective.

D Replace the SF-CA card with a o Replace the printed circuit
new one and check that the board SF-CA card with the
equipment correctly works. new one.

(See Chapter 2.)

The integration gain D Check the parameters being o Set the parameters to the
parameter VKI (amplifier set by referencing Section standard values by refer-
parameter X37; NC para- 1.1.1 or 1.1.2. encing Reference 1.2.2 or
meter: #23) of the speed 1.2.3.
loop is set to 0.

0 If the motor unstably
rotates, set the parameters
to correct values by refer-
encing Alarm No. 31 Item 2.

The volume on the o Check that the motor rotates 0 Adjust the volume VRl, VR2.
printed circuit board at several ten rpm and the VR3, and VR4 so that the
for the motor built-in speed display is "0". output waveforms of phases
encoder (in the motor o Set the parameters of the A and B are in the stand-
terminal box) is not
correctly adjusted. amplifier as follows and in- ard value range by refer-

put the speed reference and encing the section relat-

start command to rotate the ing to adjustment and

motor at a low speed. The replacement of motor

parameter 00 becomes valid built-in encoder (Section

just after it is set to "ll.. 6.9).

Since the parameter is
cleared when the power is
turned off or reset, after
it is set to "l", input the
speed reference and start
command.

Continued on the next page.
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1 Troubleshooting

1.3 Checking method and
remedy of trouble
classification  0

Item Cause Check Remedy

o Check the signal waveform at
the check pins on the printed
circuit board SF-CA card
using an oscilloscope.

Phase A signal: CH44-CH9
(or AGA)

Phase B signal: CH45-CH9
(or AGA)

(See Appendixes 6(l) and
9(l).)

(Note) Before using the check
pins, the power of the
amplifier should have been
turned off.

The printed circuit 0 Check that the motor rotates 0 Replace the printed circuit
board in the motor at several ten rpm and the board in the motor terminal
built-in encoder speed display indicates "0". box and adjust the controls
(motor terminal box) is by referencing Section 2.9.
defective. o Like the same manner as the

Item 6 above, in the open
loop state, rotate the motor
at a low speed.

0 Like the same manner as the
Item 6, check the signal
waveform of the check pins on
the SF-CA card using an
oscilloscope.

7 0 By referencing the descrip-
tion relating to adjustment
and replacement of the motor
built-in encoder described
in Section 2.9, observe the
waveforms between PA and PGA
and between PB and PGA using
an oscilloscope and check
that they can be in the
standard value range using
volume resistors (VRl, VR2,
VR3 and VR4).

The sensor in the motor o Check that the output wave- o Replace the entire motor
built-in encoder is forms between PA and PGA and with a new one.
defective. between PB and PGA on the

encoder printed circuit board o If the motor cannot be

cannot be adjusted in the replaced, replace it

a standard value range even together with the sensor

after the printed circuit and printed circuit board

board has been replaced in by referencing Section

the manner described in the 2.9.

Item 7 above.

(9) Alarm No.24tBRT) Breaker Trip

(10) Alarm No_25(COC) Converter Overcurrent
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(111 Alarm No.32(OC) Inverter Overcurrent

Item Cause Check Remedy

The input power voltage o Observe the voltage waveforms 0 Increase the power capacity.
waveform is defective. at the input terminals Xl, X2,

and X3 of the amplifier using 0 Thicken the size of the

an oscilloscope. cable between the input
power supply and amplifier.

0 Check that the voltage wave-
forms are as follows even in 0 Check other semiconductor

the acceleration or decelera-
devices which generate

tion state.
distorted waveforms and
install surge killers and

(al If the waveform is par-
tially lost:

so force.
(For example, MATSUO made,
rating 200 VAC, DCRZ-
12003-5041, etc.)

1
-L

It should be
100 us or less.

(bl If the peak value drops:
<-.

t.-
It should be
2 to 3% or
less.

The input power imped- o Check that the alarm occurs 0 Replace the power supply
ante is high. only when the motor speed with an other one whose
(Example, in the cases decelerates from a high power impedance is low.
that two transformers speed.

2 are connected in series
0 Tighten the screws of con-

or a variable auto- 0 Check that the input voltage nections between the input

transformer is con- temporarily drops to 170 V power supply and amplifier.

netted) or less when the motor
decelerates.

The input power fre- 0 Check the voltage frequencies 0 Check the cause of the fre-
quency remarkably at the input terminals Xl, quency variation and adlust

3 changes. x2, and X3 of the amplifier the related controls so
using a frequency counter. that it is in the specifica-

tion range.

The motor selection
4 parameters #Ol and 102

o Check that the parameters are 0 Correctly set the para-
correctly set by referencing meters.

are not correctly set. Reference 1.2.2. (See Reference 1.2.3.)

The transistor module 0 Check that this alarm occurs 0 Replace the main circuit
is defective. even after the equipment is unit of the amplifier with

reset. a new one.

0 Disconnect the cable between
5 the amplifier and motor and

check that this alarm occurs
when only the amplifier is
operated.
(See Appendix l-2.1
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1 Troubleshooting

8

9

1 0

11

Cause Check

The diode stack is
defective.

The surge absorbers and
condensers are defec-
tive.

The current detection
circuit is defective.

The motor is overloaded.

The cable connections
between the amplifier
and motor are incorrect.

The wiring of the motor
is rare-shortcircuited
or earth-grounded.

o Check the diode stack in the 0 Replace the main circuit
same manner as the Item 5 unit of the amplifier with
above. a new one.

o Check them in the same manner
as the Item 5 above.

0 Observe the waveforms at the
following check pins using an
oscilloscope and check that
the peak value exceeds 10 V.

Between CH39 and AGA:
Regenerative converter
side

Between CH42 and AGA:
Converter side

Between CH43 and AGA:
Inverter side
(See Appendix 9(l).)

0 Check that the motor is over-
loaded using a load meter or
the load display in the
status display mode (see
Section 1.1.1).

3 Visually check the cable con-
nections.

0 Check that the screws of the
cable connection terminal are
loosen.

Disconnect the cables between
the amplifier and motor and
check the insulation resist-
ance between the following
leads.

Between U and W; between V
and W; between U and W;
between each of U, V, and
W and E

1.3 Checking method and
remedy of trouble
classification  B

Remedy

(Note) See Section 2.6 and
2.7.

0 Replace the main circuit
unit of the amplifier with
a new one.

0 Replace the printed circuit
board SF-CA card with a new
one.
(See Section 2.4.4.)

(Note) Normally, the peak
voltage is in the range
from 6 to 7 V while the
motor accelerates or
decelerates.

D Review the cutting condition
and tool being used.

3 Correctly connect the
cables.

s Tighten the screws being
loosen.

) Replace the motor with a
new one.
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1 Troubleshooting

1.3 Checking method and
remedy of trouble
classification  B

(12) Alarm No.26(PL) Power Phase Lack

[When R and T of phases R, S, and T are
normal, whether there is phase S is
checked.]

Item Cause Check Remedy

One of phases R, S, and D Check the voltage between any o Check the cause of the phase
T is lacked when the two phases of R, S, and T at lack and take proper

1 power is turned on. the input power terminals Sl, countermeasures.
X2, and X3 using a circuit
tester.

One of the fuses Fl, F2, o Check the electric continuity 0 Replace the fuse being blown

2
and F3 has been blown of each fuse using the cir- with a new one.
when the power is turned cuit tester. (See Section 2.1.)
on.

(13) Alarm No.27(CPUE)  CPU Error (Division error)

[This alarm occurs when an CPU operation where
a value is divided by 0 is executed or the
result of division is overflowed.)

Item Cause Check Remedy

The parameter relating D Check the parameter by refer- o Correctly set the parameter.
to gear ratio is in- encing Reference 1.2.2 for
correctly set. that which is set from the (Note) Compare the parameter

1 amplifier and Reference 1.2.3 in the parameter list on

for that which is set from the cover of the amplifier

the NC. with that being set.
(See Appendix 10)

The connector (CNlA) o Check the cable in the same o Securely connect the connec-

2 which is linked with the manner as the alarm No. 15 tor and the set screws.
NC through the bus is (k=2).
loose.

The cable (CAMll) which D Check the cable in the same o Replace the cable with a new

3 is linked with the NC manner as the alarm No. 15 one.
through the bus is (-2).
defective.

The following parameters o Check the parameters by o Correctly set the parameters.
relating to the gain of referencing Reference 1.2.3.
the speed loop are in-

(Note) Compare the parameters
4 correct. VKP,VKI,ORSl. in the parameter list on

the amplifier cover with
those being set.
(See Appendix 10.)

When a special motor is o Compare the parameters.in D Correctly set the parameters
used (when X01 and 02 the parameter list on the

5 are set), the motor amplifier cover with those
constants 181 to XAF are being set.
incorrect. (See Appendix 10.)
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I 1 Troubleshooting I
1.3 Checking method and

remedy of trouble
classification  B

(14) Alarm No.31(0S) Overspeed

(The real speed of the motor is checked
and when it exceeds 115% of the motor
maximum speed, this alarm occurs.)

-~---

Item Cause Check Remedy

The reference speed o Compare the reference speed 0 Decrease the reference
exceeds 115% of the with the following maximum speed.
maximum speed. speed being set. o Correctly set the parameter

1 Parameter being set from for motor maximum speed.
the amplifier: #31(TSP)
Parameter being set from
the NC: #17(TSP)

(See References l-2.2(2)
and 1.2.3(3).)

The speed control system o Observe and check the signal 0 Decrease the parameter
is unstable and an over- between the speed signal values of the speed loop
shoot occurs. terminals SMO and OM using gain VKP and VKI (amplifier

an oscilloscope (See Appen- parameter Y36 and #37 or NC
dixes l-4 and l-5). parameters #22 and X23).

(Note) To check the occurrence

o If the signal output is (b) If the alarm does not
saturated when it exceeds occur,
10 V because a too high speed decrease the parameter
is set, check that the volt- values of VKP and VKI.
age rises to around 115% in
the speed mode of the status
display (see Section 1.1.1)
or using the NC CRT monitor.

The motor built-in en- D In the same manner as the o In the same manner as the
coder is defective. alarm No_23(OSE), check the alarm No.23(OSE),  adjust or

encoder output signal wave- replace the motor built-in
form using the oscilloscope. encoder with a new one.

o Rotate the motor using the
reference speed which is
slower than the middle speed

3 and check that the frequen-
cies of the signals of the
phase A or B satisfy the
following relation.

f(Bs) = + x (motor
speed(rpm) 1

The printed circuit o Replace the SF-CA card with o Replace the printed circuit

4
board SF-CA card is a new one and check that it board with a new one.
defective. correctly works. (See Section 2.4.4.) !
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(15) Alarm No.33(OV) OVerVOltage

[The voltage in the converter circuit is
checked and if it exceeds 400 V, this alarm
occurs.)

Item Cause Check Remedy

The input power voltage 0 In the same manner as the 0 See the alarm No.24/No.25/
waveform is abnormal. alarm No.24, No.25, and No.32.

No.32, check the waveform. 0 Increase the power capacity.

0 Thicken the size of the
cable between the input

1 power supply and the ampli-
fier.

0 Improve other components
which generate distorted
waves by installing surge
killers and so forth.

The input power imped- 0 In the same manner as the 0 See the alarm No.24/No.25/
ante is high. alarm No.24/NoW25/No.32, No.32.

check the input power. 0 Replase the power supply
with that whose impedance

2 is low.

o Tighten the screws of the
cable connections between
the input power and ampli-
fier.

An instantaneous power o In the same manner as the o See the alarm No.lO(UV).
failure occurs in the alarm No.lO(LJV), check the o Check the cause of the

3 input voltage or the input power.
voltage drops when the instantaneous power failure

motor decelerates. or voltage drop and improve
the power condition.

The printed circuit 0 Replace the SF-CA card with o Replace the printed circuit

4 board SF-CA card is a new one and check that the board SF-CA card with a
defective. equipment correctly works. new one.

(See Section 2.4.4.)

The main circuit unit 0 Check the regenerative o Replace the amplifier main
is defective. transistor module by refer- circuit unit with a new

5 encing Section 2.5. one.

(Note) See Section 2.7.
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(16) Alarm No.13( ) External Clock Error
[This alarm occurs when the system clock
which is sent from the NC is defective.]

(17) Alarm No.34(DPl Data Parity

[The parity of the data whick is trans-
mitted from the NC is checked.]

(18) Alarm No.35(DE) Data Error

[This alarm occurs when the position refer-
ence of the synchronous tap which is
transmitted from the NC is too large.]

(19) Alarm No.36(TE) Transfer Error

[This alarm occurs when data from the NC
is not completed.]

Item Cause Check Remedy

The connector (CNlA) 0 In the same manner as the 0 Tighten the connector and
1 which is linked with the alarm No.l5(ME2), check the mounting screws.

NC through the bus is connector.
loosed.

The cable (CAM111 which o In the same manner as the o Replace the cable with a
2 is linked with the NC alarm No.lS(ME21, check the new one.

through the bus is connector.
defective.

The NC, amplifier, and o In the same manner as the a Correctly ground them.
3 motor are not correctly alarm No.l5(ME2), check the

grounded. grounding.

The signal cable is not o In the same manner as the o Correctly sheild the signal

4 correctly shielded. alarm No.lS(ME21, check the cable.
shielding of the signal
cable.

The termination resistor o Check that the termination D Replace the termination
of the bus connection is resistor is correctly resistor.
abnormal. installed. (See Appendix 3t21.1

(See Appendixes 1-6 to l-9.)
5 0 Replace the termination

resistor with a new one and
check that the equipment
correctly works.

The bus interface cir- o Replace the SF-TL card with a 0 Replace the printed circuit

6 cuit of the printed cir- new one and check that the board SF-TL card with a
cuit board SF-TL card is equipment correctly works. new one.
defective. (See Section 2.4.3.)

o n
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Item Cause Check Remedy

The bus interface cir- o Replace the MC6ll/MC632  card 0 Replace the MC611/MC632
cuit of the printed cir- with a new one and check that card with a new one. I
cuit board M?611/MC632
card on the NC side is
defective.

the equipment correctly works

I

8

A travel command which
exceeds the specifica-
tion value is issued
from the program.

o Check that the spindle speed
reference exceeds

6192 xlOr
GRA (rpm)  .

(Parameter
GRA = number of gear teeth

on spindle side)

o Correct the program.

(20) Alarm No.37(PE) Parameter Error

(This alarm occurs when a parameter which
exceeds the allowable range is set.1

Item Cause Check Remedy

1 I I
o Correctly set the parameter
value.

A parameter which
exceeds the allowable
range is set.

o Check that the parameter be-
ing set accords with that in
the parameter list by refer-
encing Reference 1.2.2 for
the parameter being set from
the amplifier and Reference
1.2.3 for that beinu set from
the NC.

1
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(21) Alarm No.45(OHF) Controller Overheat

[This alarm occurs when the thermal protect
which is installed in the controller exceeds
the temperature being set.]
(Ambient temperature: 6O='C
Fin temperature : 1OO~C'

Item Cause Check Remedy

The fan which cools the o Check that the fan normally 0 Replace the cooling fan with
1 fin is defective. rotates. a new one.

(See Section 2.3.)

The ambient temperature D Measure the ambient temper- o Unless the cooling unit in
of the amplifier is high. ature of the amplifier in the the high voltage panel cor-

high voltage panel. rectly works, replace it
. with a new one.

2 o If the ambient temperature
exceeds 55'C, strengthen
the cooling power.

The equipment is over- o Check the load condition us- D Review the cutting condition
loaded. ing a load meter or the load and tool.

display (see Section 1.1.1)
in the status display mode. o Decrease the frequency of

3 start and stop operations.
o Check that the equipment is

frequently started and
stopped.

The thermal protector o Check that electricity o Replace the thermal protec-
(THSZ) which is instal- does not flow between the tor THSl or THSZ.
led on the fin is ends of the thermal protec- (See Section 2.2.)
defective. tor by referencing Appendix
Alternatively, the 4, "Main circuit block dia-
thermal protector(THS1) gramn and Appendix 5,
which detects the "Spindle amplifier component

4 ambient temperature of layout".
the amplifier is defec-
tive.

(Note) Separately check THSl
and THSZ.

THSl setting tempera-
ture = 60°C
(Ambient temperature)

THS2 setting tempera-
ture = 100°C
(Fin temperature)

The alarm detection cir- o Replace the SF-CA card with o Replace the printed circuit

5
cuit in the printed cir- a new one and check that board SF-CA card with a
cuit board SF-CA card is the equipment correctly new one.
defective. works. (See Section 2.4.4.)

The cooling fan is dirty 0 visually or by touching the o Clean the cooling fan using
6 by dust and the cooling cooling fan, check the a factory utility air or

effect is degraded. degree of dirt. vacuum cleaner.
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I 1

1.3 Checking method and
remedy of trouble
classification  B

(22) Alarm No_46(OHM)  Motor Overheat

[This alarm occurs when the thermal protec-
tor which is installed in the motor exceeds
the temperature being set (145"Cl.l

Item

1

I

Cause

The motor cooling fan is
defective.

The motor cooling systen
is dirty.

Check that the air in-
take portion of the
motor cooling fan is
clogged with foreign
matter or machine com-
ponents.

The motor is overloaded.

The motor built-in
thermal protector is
defective.

The following cable con-
nections are defective.

Motor Amplifier
side side

OHS1 - CON2 pin 3
OHS2 - CON2 pin 2

Check

o Visually check that the fan
motor normally rotates.

0 Visually or by touching the
cooling system, check the
degree of dirt.

o Visually check the position
of the foreign matter or
components.

0 Check the load of the motor
using a load meter or the
load display in the status
display mode (see Section
1.1.1).

0 Check that the motor is fre-
quently started and stopped.

o After stopping the motor and
turning the cooling fan to
fully cool the motor, check
that the motor leads OHS1 and
OHS2 is shortcircuited.
(When they are shortcircuited
the thermal protector is
normal.)

o Check the wire breakage or
connector imperfect contact
using a circuit tester.

Remedy

3 Replace the motor cooling
fan with a new one.
(See Section 2.8.)

D Clean the cooling system
using the factory utility
air or vacuum cleaner.

D Remove the foreign matter.

D Change the position of the
machine components.

D Review the cutting condition
and tool.

D Decreas the frequency of the
start and stop operations.

D Shortcircuit OHS1 and OHS2
of CON2 on the amplifier
side as a temporary repair
and continue the operation.
(See Appendixes l-4 and l-5)

D At a convenient time, re-
place the motor with a new
one.

D Replace the signal cable
with a new one.

D Repair the connector's
imperfect contact or re-
place the connector with a
new one.
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(23) Alarm N0.52(0D) Over Droop

[This alarm occurs when the position error
becomes too large in synchronous tapping mode
(for 8 rotations against the reference value.)]

Item Cause Check Remedy

The parameter #03 (PLG) D Check the parameter being set o Correctly set the parameter

1 which is set from the by referencing Reference value.
amplifier is not cor- 1.2.2(2).
rectly set.

The bits 8 and E of the D Check the parameter being set o Correctly set the parameter

2 parameter ORS2 (#30 for by referencing Reference values.
amplifier; #16(~~) for 1.2.2 (2) and 1.2.3(3).
NC) are not correctly
set.

The orientation encoder 0 In the same manner as the 0 Replace the encoder with a
is defective. alarm No.21(NS2), check the new one.

3 signal waveform from the en-
coder.

The reference time 0 Measure the acceleration time o Increas the value of the
constant is small. using a stop watch or observe acceleration time constant

the speed signal terminals parameter CSN (amplifier
SMO and OM using an oscillo- parameter #33 or NC para-

4 scope and check that the meter #19(PR)).
acceleration time is shorter
than the reference constant
time.
(See Appendixes 1-4 and l-5.)

(24) Alarm No,56(OA)  Other Axis Fault

Item Cause Check Remedy

1 The servo axis alarm o Check that the servo axis o Remove the cause of the
occurs. alarm occurs. servo axis alarm.

The cable CAM11 which o Replace the cable CAM11 and 0 Replace the cable CAM11 with

2 is linked with the NC check that the equipment cor- the new one.
through the bus is rectly works.
defective. (See Appendix 3(2).)

The connectors (CNlA and o Visually check the following o Correctly connect the CAM11
CNlB) on the printed connections. cable and termination resis-

3 circuit board SF-TL card CNlA - CAM11 cable tor in place.
are not correctly con- CNlB - termination resistor
netted.

0 Tighten the connector screws
0 Check that the connector

screws are loosen.

The termination resistor o Replace the termination 0 Replace the termination
is defective. resistor which is connected resistor with a new one.

4
to the connector CNlB and
check that the equipment cor-
rectly works.
(See Appendix 3(2).)
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(25) Alarm No.57(OPE)  Option Card Error

----~-

Item Cause Check Remedy

The option card does D Check that the order list D Check the specification.
1 not conform with the conforms with the option card

specification. name.

.
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